Oakam
Case Study

New financial software
from Eclipse Group reduces Oakam’s month-end
processes by 50%

Oakam, the retail based financial services

around four years, during which time the

provider, has implemented SunSystems

business has successfully grown from a

financial accounting and business

single store in Walthamstow, to 15 shops

management software from financial

in and around the London area. Prior to

systems specialist, Eclipse Group http://

selecting SunSystems, Oakam was using

www.eclgrp.com. The implementation of

Sage Line 50 for its accounting needs.

SunSystems has enabled Oakam to reduce
its financial month end processes by 50%,
decreasing the time it takes to produce
month end accounts from 10 days to less
than 5 days.
Oakam focuses mainly on providing short
to medium-term loans to people who may
have a slightly impaired credit rating or

Eclipse really impressed us with their
knowledge and understanding of
the SunSystems solution and how it
could be best configured to meet our
business requirements.
Head of Finance, Oakam (Client since 2009)

none at all, and so struggle to obtain credit
from other more traditional sources. The

Lindsay Burrett, Financial Controller

company offers its customers a beneficial

at Oakam explains, “The Sage Line 50

loan model, based on rewards rather than

solution we were using wasn’t able

penalties that help individuals build up

to offer us the levels of functionality

good payment history leading to better

that our growing business required. In

credit ratings. Oakam has been trading for

particular, the previous system limited
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Infor financial management

We have a great relationship with
Eclipse and we trust them to give
us the best advice and guidance in
order to help us get maximum ROI
from our accounting software.

Eclipse understand the
unique requirements of the
financial services sector

‘‘‘our ability to import and export

it could be best configured to meet our

now have more time to focus on analysing

information quickly and easily, which

business requirements. They stood out

accounting information rather than getting

made creating reports very difficult. It was

from the competition as the company we

bogged down in manual admin tasks.”

also complicated to analyse data and drill

wanted to partner with.”

down into particular details of individual

Burrett concludes, “Working with Eclipse,

items. This meant that the whole system

Burrett continues, “We are now using

the implementation of SunSystems was

was very clunky and difficult to use, and

SunSystems for all of our accounting and

seamless and we went live on time and

our month end processes were taking 10

reporting needs, and we are experiencing

within budget. The Eclipse team also

days or more to complete.”

a number of key benefits that are already

provided us with regular status reports so

having a really positive impact on our

that we were aware of what was happening

Having taken the decision to implement

business. We can now hold far more

at every stage of the process. We have a

new financial accounting software, Oakam

information within the new system than we

great relationship with Eclipse and we

invited three companies to pitch for the

could previously with Sage as well as being

trust them to give us the best advice and

business, including Eclipse Group. Burrett

able to analyse and report on our accounts

guidance in order to help us get maximum

continues, “During the pitch process we

quickly and efficiently. As a result, we have

ROI from our accounting software. As a

were looking for a specialist provider

been able to reduce month end reporting

company we are always looking to improve

who could not only recommend the most

time by 50%, cutting the ten days it was

our business and financial processes, and

suitable solution for our company, but

taking us to compile reports down to just

Eclipse is the perfect partner for us to do

that could also provide in-depth training

five days using SunSystems.” Burrett adds,

that with.”

and guidance on how to use the software

“The other clearly noticeable advantage

effectively. Eclipse really impressed us

of SunSystems is its speed. When we were

Please call +44 (0)203 866 8800 to find

with their knowledge and understanding

using Sage it would take ages to update

out how we can help your organisation

of the SunSystems solution and how

anything. But with SunSystems our staff

streamline its core accounting processes.
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